Chicanos protest SJSU inaction
By Rimini Aseocio
The Urban Administrators Coalition of San
lose sponsored an Affirmative Action
Conference last Friday at the Holiday Inn on N.
Fourth Street where some 25 Chicanos walked
out of the meeting in support of the Chicano Associated Professors of San lose State University.
Frank Escobar, representative of the Chicano
Employment Committee of Santa Clara County.
read a letter to members of the conference
written by the CAP stating their reasons for non participation.
The CAP charges the SISU administration
with. "artfully mis-leading the public with
regards to affirmative action at the university.
They further slated the university administration suffers from affirmative "inaction"
and is failing to meet the educational needs of
Chicanos.
Members of the group pointed to an article
appearing on December 6, in the Spartan Daily.
and criticized President Bunzel for calling a
recent Executive Order "schizophrenic."
The Executive Order. 11246, is under the
direction of the Department of Health.
Education, and Welfare (HEW) which is
attempting to implement such programs in
colleges and universities. The executive order is
aimed at eliminating discrimination because of
race, color, religion, or sex.
Chicanos from the group were also critical of
an implication they claim is made by administrators that Chicanos are not concerend
about the "quality" of education when discussing affirmative action programs.
After the walkout Chicanos met in a calll’11,

where they wrote a letter and presented it to the
conference members. The letter urged SISLI administrators to set a date for a meeting withCPA
and members of the community to discuss what
the university is doing to meet the educational
needs of Chicanos. Among groups supporting
the letter were students. and La Confederacion
de la Raze Unida a San lose community
organization.
Admisistrat Or blasted
Dr. Robert Sasseen, Dean of Faculty. SISU.
met with strong criticism after speaking to
conference members about the importance of
"perspectives- of affirmative action.
Dr. Sasseen was told he was a "disgrace" as a
representative of SISU and one member stated
he would be willing to work with a group aimed
at removing Dr. Sasseen from office.
Dissatisfaction with Dr. Sasseen. members
staled, was his use of "third person" when
speaking on the"perspectives" of affirmative action with regards to the university.
"I think he is underming our intelligence.- said
one member. "I feel insulted."
The faculty dean made continual use of what
he termed a "third level Archie Bunker" when
speaking on the importance of understanding affirmative action.
In one instance, Dr. Sasseen used the third
person when making an analogy of the various
viewpoints on affirmative scion, stating, "The
guy says to himself. ’if we are going to allow
persons in the university on discrimination
grounds then we should allow conservatives to
teach political science."
Dr. Siltitiel.11 tiii111.1i.

underutilization- was not equal to :discrimination" and implied many "Archie Bunker
types" led themselves to believe that is the case.
Later during a question and answer period, Dr.
Sasseen said he believed it was not right to play
the "numbers game" when hiring. He also stated
the government’s use of certain tools in working
toward affirmative action are the "wrong ones."
Earlier
During the luncheon period Frank Quinn.
Regional Director. Equal Employment Opportunities Commission, spoke to conference
members on law and legal use of quotas, subtle
discriminatory hiring practices. and the failure
of certain future success tests to predict accurately.
Only federal courts can order quotas, pointed
out Quinn, under Title VII of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act which prohibits discrimination on
the basis of color, race, sex, or religion.
According to Quinn, "protective clauses" in
Title VII enable individuals or groups to file
charges with the F,E0C if they led l
there
are discriminatory practices.
Quinn cited examples of such practices one in
which "women and minorities are placed in
competition."
The Fair Employment Practice Commission
(FEPC) has some 55,000 uninvestigated charges.
said Quinn. and because the F’EPC "has shrunk"
sometimes it cannot process all charges. After BO
days they become "our" property, he said, and
are investigated "thoroughly as possible." He
added the EEOC looks for a "greater overview"
of the discrimination of "class discrimination."
Quinn stated employers are discriminating

when they request arrest record because the 9th
Circuit Court found it much easier tube arrested
if you were of a minority group. He added that
the arrests turn out to have a -low correlation"
with conviction." "This has a dispirit effect and
is in violation of the law." said Quinn.
Women used by "sex bigots- said Quinn. is an
example of discrimination when businessmen
say they want a "good looker."
Quinn said some police departments want
"impressive looking men" to fill their positions
and not all men lit that description. He added
that women hired by the police department
many limes can change violent scenes by their
presence.
Citing the New York Police Department.
Quinn said certain tests turned out to be "nunpredictors- of future success. So called "objective tests" have never been validated, stated

have found the only test really
needed are tests closely related to the lob, he
said.
Summery
Ii appeared many members understood the
point made by several minority members that a
definite plan with regards to -timetables" and "quota systems" is needed for the success of affirmative action.
’the argument that this practice is "reverse
racism’ was not substantiated in the eyes of
minority members present at the conference.
However, one member recognized that a problem
of "imbalance- would exist until such time that
"balance- had been achieved.
Shirley Cohen. Director. Volunteer Services,
Equal Employment Opportunities Commission,
stated, where things have been "imbalanced in
one direction Inc such a long time, they are
bound to till in aimt her direction for a while. QUIIIII. the i.ouris
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Joint Effort Coffeehouse has it really opened yet?
By Maureen McCarthy
First of two parts
Everybody knows the joint Effort Coffeehouse
has been established, but whether or not it is
open is a very complex question.
A semester-long controversy over that subject
may be resolved tomorrow when A.S. Council
votes on the final reading of Act 54, the
coffeehouse act, which will establish a
Coffeehouse Board, and will clarify who is responsible for all aspects of the coffeehouse.
Until that lime, the coffeehouse has been the
focal point of controversy among the A.S. Pres.
Dennis King, A.S. Council, A.S. Program Board,
the coffeehouse staff, and numerous other individuals directly or indirectly related to the
coffeehouse.
Established last semester by the AS. Council,
the coffeehouse, to date, has had no clear
governing act in the constitution, except Act 50,
which slates the Program Board will plan
programs for the loint Effort.
However, that Act has been rewritten twice
this semester, and is still subject to King’s veto.
"Act 51 will basically resolve the problems
that crept up not only this semester, but also last
semester," King stated.
Some of those problems included disputes
over who had the authority to choose the
coffeehouse staff, who had the control over
booking and who should govern the coffeehouse.
Other difficulties were incurred when
manager Lynne Higgins resigned and there was
no clear procedure for choosing her sucdessor.
King closed the coffeehouse Nov. 27. giving no
reasons in the memo he circulated.
He claimed he had the authority to do so
because he said council had given him "complete
authority" over the coffeehouse at its Nov. 8
meeting.
However, according to Legislative Resolution
No. 15 made by Councilman Armando Flores.
that decision gave King "the authority over the
selection and firing of coffeehousestaff until Act
50 was rewritten or revised to include such
procedures," as reported in the council minutes.
The agreement also stipulated that King must

subject his appointments to Council for
ratification.
No where in the minutes did it say King was to
have "complete authority" over the coffeehouse.
except that he had requested such authority.
But, council went into executive session
during that discussion, so what was resolved at
that time is unknown.
On Dec. 1. King re-opened the coffeehouse.
placing it under the authority of Rick Marks. his
executive assistant. That appointment was not
ratified by council.
At a press conference held Dec. 4, there was
still question over whether the coffeehouse was,
in actuality, open.
"The coffeehouse is open and functioning,"
King stated.
But, lohn Anderson. assistant manager of the
loint Effort, said, "I have my doubts that it is
going to be open. It’s not open tonight."
A few events have been planned in the
coffeehouse for the near future, including
spaghetti feeds and a dance, but, upon investigation. the coffeehouse was not open on the
regular Tuesday through Saturday basis as it
was last semester.
Alt hough King claims the coffeehouse is open
and functioning, the question of who is responsible for programming is "still ambigious"
according to King.
"There’s going to be a battle when it gets down
to programming because it is the function of the
Program Board to program," stated Terry Gusto.
a member of the Program Board.
"The coffeehouse is a fine set up to bring in
good groups at a good price," he added.
Gusto has repeatedly stated "you have to
know what you’re doing when you program."
and questioned the ability of the inexperienced
staff of Rick Marks’ to plan successful programs.
"To have any program, whether it’s a tap
dancer or a puppet show, you still have to go
through a procedure," Gusto said.
A.S. Treasurer Andy McDonald. however.
disagreed. He asserted that "down home
entertainment" did not require experienced
programers.
’to that Gusto replied, "Down home

entertainment is pretty wide open. That’s not
saying anything."
Anderson said, "When the coffeehouse
scheduled ’downhome entertainment’ we had the
staff plus the staff’s friends there."
"If we got a big name likeCharlie Musslewhite
and charged $1, even on a Tuesday night. we
packed the place and everybody dug it."
Another programming problem occurred this
semester when different groups were booked for
the coffeehouse for the same night.
"rhe Program Board was under the assumption it was supposed to take care of
programming." Gusto said. "There was a conflict
between the Program Board and the coffeehouse
staff over who had the priorities," he added.
Under Act 50, the Program Board had the responsibility to program the coffeehouse. But, as
was previously stated, that act was rewritten
twice this semester, so its authority has been
questioned.
"As far as I could tell, Gusto said, "the
coffeehouse was removed from the Program
Board when council gave King the power to
staff."
Anderson, on the other hand, explained the
coffeehouse staff performed under an
"interpretation of assumed policy."
"People would rent the coffeehouse and we
would approve or disapprove of the ways they
wanted to use it," he said.
-Hypothetically, we had contracts for groups
on the same night and that’s where the hassle
started.
"Shortly after that," Anderson added, "I was
told it was the A.S. government’s problem, and
then they said it was the program board’s
problem."
King termed the question of responsibility as
"ambigious on every point you could think of
and was always subject to debate."
He said. however. "I hope all problems will be
resolved with the new act.
"Rather than simply condemn history or relive
it in a debate, it is best to go forward from this
partit.olar point.- King riincluileif.
Tomorrow: More coffeehouse problems, and
how Act 51 might resolve them.

30 -day notice needed

Law protects tenant evictions
By Bill Paterson
Last of four part series
If a tenant operates within his rights as prescribed by the law he cannot lawfully be evicted.
Yet, eviction is still a threatening term to a
tenantespecially when the landlord wants his
premises hack in a hurry.
"When the right to possession is at issue, the
courts will respond very, very quickly," Attorney Tom Perkins explained.
Thus, if a tenant receives a notice to vacate the
premises, he should be prepared to either fight
eviction or leave.
But a landlord must give notice before eviction
lakes place.
"Unless otherwise stated in a lease or rental
agreement, a 30 day notice is usually just a
notice that a tenancy from month to month is
being terminated, either by the owner or the
tenant of the property," attorney Harrison
Taylor explained.
Perkins and Taylor are young attorneys
trained in tenant -landlord law.
The 30 day notice is a legal requirement under
civil code 1946. The notice period can he
shortened considerably if there isa provision in
a rental agreement or lease.
There is little a tenant condo when he receives
this type of notice other than trying to work out
any differences with the landlord.
This notice must be in writing and served on
the tenant in person or by certified mail. A

reason for termination doesn’t have to be given.
However, if one is given it could be illegal.
Ifs tenant is charged with breaching his rental
agreement, such as not paying rent or making too
much noise, he could receive a three day notice.
The notice must follow certain technical
prerequisites. It must state a fault and demand
its correction within three days. The tenant has
this period of time to make corrections. The
procedure for delivery is the same as with a 30
day notice except tthh it does not have to be
delivered by certified mail.
There are three alternatives for the tenant. If
the landlord’s complaint is illegal or false and he
can prove it. then he should get an attorney and
fight eviction.
An eviction may be illegal if a tenant is
asserting his rights under civil code section 1942
and has made repairs of substandard housing
conditions.
If the complaint is true the tenant has three
days to correct the problem by working it out
with the landlord or vacating the premises.
If alter this period of time, the situation has
not been resolved, and the tenant remains on the
premises he may be served with an unlawful
detainer.
"The unlawful detainer action is a very.
specific action in the law." Perkins explained,
"It’s based on the fact that properly rights, and
particularly the right to possession of real

property are accorded the highest respect by our
legal system."
The unlawful detainer is filed by the landlord
in Municipal Court and is served by the court on
the tenant, usually by mail.
In most cases the landlord would be asking for
possession of the rented premises, rent, damages
amounting to three times the money claimed.
and attorney’s fees.
The tenant has five days in which to file an
answer to whatever charges are made by the landlord in the unlawful detainer. If he doesn’t file
an answer with the Municipal Court he would be
found in default.
"The effect of a default judgment is just as if
the case had gone to trial and the landlord won
by the decision of a judge or jury," Perkins
explained.
Taylor added. "’the average student might not
know the legal ramifications of the whole thing.
therefore, he may be likely to ignore it.
He should not sit on it and do nothing," he
added.
Whether or not a tenant has filed an answer to
an unlawful detainer, he will be notified by mail
of a court hearing. Ifs tenant loses in the hearing,
as may be assured if he has not filed a defense, he
may be liable for damages, attorney fees, and
hack rent if there is any. He will also meive
notice, usually five days. to vacate the premises.
Continued on page 3

Gail Melvin

Sue Martinez, Rene Snellen and Tom Hollander work on Sedition

To ’established press’
Sedition:

‘alternative’

By ferry Dyer
In this valley there is almost a total media monopoly with the Kidders (owners of the San lose
Mercury-News); they just about have the only newspaper there is."
In this way Rene Snellen, one member of Sedition newspaper staff, described the print media
situation in San lose as he saw it. and led into his description of what Sedition is all about.
"What were trying to do is give people an alternative source of news, or even a supplemental
source," Snellen explained. "We give them news like they wouldn’t normally hear it from Walter
Cronkile or the Mercury."
The latest issue of Sedition focused on the San lose Mercury -News with a satirical takeoff on the
format of the Mercury.
One of the major criticisms the members of Sedition staff made of "establishment" newspapers
was that their sources were many times pro -establishment. and that their interpretation of what
these sources had to say was sometimes slanted.
(im Welch, another staff member, said, "The Mercury portrays, for example, statements by the
governor in an entirely different manner than we would.
"Often times the Mercury is up to almost protecting authorized sources, like governors. If the
governor makes a statement. they’re going to portray it as being right: instead of exposing it if it’s an
untrue statement, they will try to make it sound good."
Daily "establishment"
Snellen added. "The Spartan Daily isn’t really too far away from the establishment in the way it’s
run."
He explained that in their opinion, the failure of the Daily to provide an alternative was one of the
reasons for the origin of Sedition.
"One thing lacking at State (San lose State University) was something to pull the radicals
together." Snellen pointed out. "They were really isolated, and the Spartan Daily helped to isolat.
them,"
Sedition started out ass stapled two-page offset paper, with a 10,000 issue run. It’s initial focus
was solely the SISU campus. In fact, some of the staff members laughed to remember how in their
early issues they wrote stories telling students what classes they should take, and from whom
Then Sedition began to enlarge its focus, and look into issues with origins outside the campus
Their handling of the lohn Henry Smith killing la Slack I.B.M. chemist killed last year by a San lose
City policeman) who was acquitted of Smith’s murderlwas an indication of this new outlook.
There is more to the motives of Sedition stallers than just a more radical interpretation of the issues. as was pointed out by Sue Martinez. another Sedition staff member.
"Sedition isn’t trying to be just an alternative institution to established media." sheexplained. "We
also see it as facilitating the whole radical movement, and as being part of the princess.
"We’re trying to do something, not just entertain people.- she emphasized.
Snellen put it more bluntly. "We’re not trying to form an alternative to the Kidders. we’re Irving to
get rid of them.
"He floe Ridden owner of the Mercury) is trying to facilitate industrial growth and capitalist
expansion in the county, and we’re trying to counter that. We’re trying to facilitate growth of the
movement against monopoly capitalism."
One of the most interesting feat ores of Sedition is Its organizational makeup. There arena editors,
and no real spokesmen. Sedition is published by the Graphic Offensive. which isas collective.
Decisions on what is logo into each issue are made at weekly pot luck dinners. Everybody who is a
member of Graphic Offensive, and who is involved with Sedition, takes part in these meetings and
the decision-making princess.
According tin the Sedition staffers, the idea nil "all Indians and no chiefs" seems to he working out.
’tom Hollander, a Sedition staff member. said. "The whole idea of organizing in a collective sense is
important. We’re changing our own lifestyles. and doing our best not to adapt to any kind of authority
hierarchy."
"That’s the way things really get accomplished." Hollander said. "We could probably put out the
paper twice as last if we had one person who made all the decisions. But this way we can hash it out
with a lot nil people and we get a wider variety at ideas,"
Snellen admitted Sedition does haves political line. hut said its members are not into the"off-thepig shit." He said Sedition does not overflow with rhetoric: the way some of the old left publications
do.
"We’re trying to turn people who have never been into the movement onto what’s going on, hi,
explained.
Miss Martinez said, "That’s one of the reasons Sedition is tree. If it was for sale it would primarily
he read by people who are more or less turned on ill radical ideas. We would rather the average person
also read Sedition."
Sedition has recently started receiving funds from the student council in the form of a subscription. Members of the staff insist this is not going inn any way lo affect what they print.
Not afraid to attack
"I think this latest issue answers that question." Snellen said. If we’re not afraid to at tack Kidder,
else."
anything
of
we won’t be afraid
Hollander said. "Yeah. look at the things we’ve said about Bonze’ lJohn H. Bunzel. SISU
president I."
Snellen laughed and said. "Yeah, but Bunzel isa new type of bureaucrat, that liken liberal fascist.
He’ll let you print almost anything as long as it isn’t an obvious libel, anti us long as it doesn’t result in
real action that’s going tin threaten his power.
"If he came down on us. he’d be coming down on free speech and would create a stir and a
movement. That’s the thing about a newspaper. If people crack down on them it’s pretty obvious.**
Snellen summed up the philosophy of Sedition, saying. "We’re defining and redefining our own
lives in the princess rif putting out this paper. We don’t have the blueprint for anything. When the
revolution comes. it will come though participation and struggle, just the way the paper has.
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Cronyism behind department promotions?
li%

Dr. Jolot

.

Pro

of

members elected by a departmental
faculty from among tenured faculty
members who are in the two top
professorial ranks.
It the dean of the school has retreat
rights in a department he participates
in the deliberations of that department
to determine who should or should not
be retained or promoted or vice versa.
If there are associate professors
serving on the committee they must be
subservient by parroting back to the
committee such remarks that tend to
support the dean and full professors.
However, if an associate professor
dares to rise from his belly to disagree
with the full professors or the dean,
and assume a stance that is sometimes
associated with human dignity, it may
cost him the promotion he covets.
From the departmental level
promotions committee recommendations are forwarded to the School
Promotions Committee. There candidates for promotion from several
departments are considered. Would
you believe that the same dean who sat
in a departmental promotions committee now shows up as chairman of
the School Promotions Committee?
There, once again he plies a successful
campaign to clear obstacles from the
path of his cronies and places booby
traps to obstruct the progress of those
who tailed to perfect the art of
kowtowing to their superiors.
Now to continue with this
hypothetical. but often true, example.
Would it not be a source of outrage to
any lair-minded person to discover
that onlk hose whose employment the

Cronysim is one of the greatest
deterrents to efficiency in business, ingovernmental
and
dustry
bureaucracy. It is often the decisive
factor in determing who is hired, fired
or promoted.
Though provate business and industry may have severe problems with
nepotism, cronyism. and palace intrigue in making decisions without
regard to productivity, most injustices
may tend to be self-correcting. At its
worst management in the private sector culminates in the demise of the
business or industry which fails to
recognize the worth of the true contributors to survival and prosperity of
the establishment concerned.
(in the other hand, governmental
bureaucracy cannot fail. If an agency
alters another one is created to invesi igate it. prop it up. and subsequently
lustily its own existence as a
permanent entity.
Some of the bureaucratic practices
observed on college and university
1:amposes epitomize the complicated
111/17.P of committees which exist in
state and federal governments.
And I he interlocking membership of
111PM hers and administrators
arious committees assures that inI or I avortism) to individuals is
it wiled. Take promotion commot ess. for example.
The following is a hypothetical case
1. hich, with little or no variation, des, lies most academic departments. An
ademic departmental promotions
ritittillot has usually a half dozen
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Spirit of Christmas: caring

it

sister tells us, "Without Christ
Hwy is no Christmas." Then she
dhows by citing memorized passages
quality herself. It came as a tomfelt’
surprise that many varied
peoples celebrate the spirit of the
Christmas holiday. including even
iu.mostics and, pardon the expression,
at heists.
Sister. I would say that it is you who
has missed the whole point. II you are
incapable of genuine warmth and
rI l’IPGPSS toward your fellow man
without the aid of a metaphysical
"whip." then you do indeed have
sometlang to he sad about. If without
Christ your soul is starved, you have
wo lung lo sing about, nothing to he
happy about, then you have become no
good use to the world your Messiah
gave his mortal life for!
\lay I ask why you don’t stop

c4

worrying about birthdays and make a
genuine attempt to understand the
basic
meaning of Christianity*?
Anyone who can look around and not
see the need for human love and mortal
commitment to make a better world,
without an infantile reassurance of a
religious diety is more than tragic.
If Christ was in fact the Son of God.
He would trow up at the sight of
today’s "lesus Freak" camp-followers
who lack the ability to see beyond their
spiritual noses.
Yes sister, or Virginia, or whatever
your name is, there is a Santa Claus.
He’s the symbol of Christmas to
children all over the world regardless
of their religion and he’s the spirit of
people working and caring for their
fellow human beings. Memorizing
lines of gospel and raising clasped
hands in spiritual trance won’t make it
sister.
Whose birthday is
Find a hungry
child and feed him sister. Try to soothe
a little girl burned by napalm. Then
you might find out whose birthday it
is.
Steve Frank
444 444

‘When a man’s gonna die, he’s gonna die’
In iithony
Editor’s Note: The following article is
written by Anthony Lozano, a San Jose
High student who is participating in
the San fose University Humanities
program.
I must write this story of one dying
man, for the reason of communicating
to other people his and my point of
view.
Yesterday, I visited kl man. He was
sitting up in his hospital bed, head
down, with his eyes closed. I must
have stood there looking at him for at
least 20 minutes. Thoughts would pass
quickly across my mind of the times he
would talk to me, telling me of his
young life and adventures. Many times
he would stare at me, possibly wishing
he could be my age once again. There
were also the times when I thought he
was just bullshitting me, and for this I
eel had.

Migration
Hey, you black manWhatcha’ want
in life? You
wanna job? You wanna vote? You
wanna send your kid to the school
house?
Hey. bro’ come on widme’cause I
goin’to Cahicago,
New York, St. Louis, come on come.
Hey, bro’ we all gid togetherwe go
together arrive
in a big numbus and scare them
bouisses ok?
Hey, they don’t like us know why, we
taken’ they jobs and
women’s folk and money.
And you know how they loves cash
greens.
Hey, put ’cha old lady to work and your
kid tooHey
bro’ and you and mewe be
partnershuhok new
man.
Hey bro’we gid you a big house and we
gonna have
wallpaper and a stove, and a wood
floorwe gonna
be high style then.
Hey, bro’ them White folks, we kill if
we don’t like’emn ok?
Hey bro’Whatcha’ want in life?
Come on git it wid mewe movin’
onMigration Time
has come!
Lisa Chapman

ut

‘Fantasy Faire mediocre’
by Debbe Sells
Mediocrity has turned out to be the
buy leather goods, pottery,
watchword of this year’s Fantasy
photography, candles and tie-dye
Faire What started out to be a service
shirts. And probably at the same or a
,1 students and an aesthetic outlet has
lower price if I look.
turned out to have repetition as its
A few exibits stood out this year,
matrix and high prices as its
breaking the monotony. They included
trademark.
a show which featured feather
I can go to OldtmAm in I.,ns Gatos to
jewelery, and a table which sold handmade puzzles.
Some more art would bring a
refreshing note to the showings:
dual tootle All student and faculty members
ouroged to express their views on any
sculpture, paintings, wall hangings.
Ile. tellers to the editor section of the
Some unusual stitchery and weaving
voltloorml mtge. Letters may be mailed or brought
would be a welcome change. How
I, the Spartan Daily office, ft.: 208, and must be
about a showing of some hand 25ii words or less, typewritten and double designed Christmas cards and
sawed NUIlte and activity or faculty carol
number must he included, and all letters must be
stationery? How about prices that a
signed. Nam -students and nonfaculty members
student can afford?
are asked to include address, telephone number
Here’s hoping that next year’s faire
end tale or position. The Spartan Daily will not
will have creativity as its theme. Not
rIti tellers which are libelous or in poor taste
redundance.

Why break up a winning team?
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writer or cartoonist.

Letter to the Editor7:*

Editor:
: , ’,sponse to the letter to the editor
-;ister of Christ, it occurs to me
; !kit ,111V1/11P so shallow and insensitive
Ii’ spirit of the holiday season
pitably would in tact walk around
lit a passers- by. "Whose birthday

dean had recommended were
promoted in shorter periods of time
than those who had served during any
previous administration?
Take, for example. the case in which
a faculty member who was reportedly
promoted from assistant professor to
associate professor after a single
year’s tenure at a major university.
While sheer merit may have been the
basis fur this quickie promotion, many
faculty members are skeptical- of the
camaraderie reported between the
dean and his protege. The sharing of a
motor boat, covering of classes by the
dean for the faculty member while the
latter absents himself to keep important consultancy commitments
reportedly arranged by the dean, and
the alleged frequent hobnobbing
between the families of the dean and
the recipient of an unprecedented oneyear promotion tends to drive
competent faculty members, shut out
of such inner-circle advantages, into
depths of despair.
This is the stuff that faculty unrest
is made of. And it constitutes one of the
surest avenues to see new faces in high
places.

Fight abolition
by SIC%
According to the Dec. 11 San lose
Mercury, Gov. Reagan "hopes to
initiate a reorganization of local
government, including possible
mergers and abolitions of some counties and cities. Lt. Gov, Ed Reinecke is
spearheading this."
Maybe we better lay in some
provisions and fort up. I, for one, am
not going to be "abolished" without a
fight. The governor better think twice
before he tries to "abolish" San lose.
There are enough guns in this town to
out fit an army.
If Lt. Gov. Reinecke leads the
"spearhead" of the attack down this
valley, he will find a modern-day
Minuteman behind every tree.
Our emblem will be a prune tree in
blossom, with the motto: "Don’t cut me
down."

Lozano

He sat there talking to me; I listened
without questions to his preachings.
He spoke, and after every segment he’d
look away for a few seconds as if he
were in his own world. He told me of
St. Jude’s temple in San Francisco and
asked me to take him there some day
soon. I said yes. He then gave me a new
pack of cigarettes and asked me throw
them somewhere far away.
He said. "I have to get better." I was
behind him 100 per cent upon leaving
him, hoping that he would indeed beat

his cancer. I felt tremendous.
Today I returned to visit him. I
opened his door and immediately
smelled his cigarette burning. He
looked over to me and said, "When a
man is gonna die, he is gonna die, and
another cigarette won’t make one
minute’s difference to me or anyone."
If I had written this story yesterday,
I would have titled it, "One Man’s
Fight," so today the title of his story is
"One Dying Man."

Staff

‘Children don’t see color’
by Mark flussmalin
"The children are beautiful," said
James Garner. "They do not see any
color. Their eyes are aglow and they
just head for the nearest Santa Claus."
lames Garner is a 41 -year-old- black
Santa Claus in a New York department
store. He sits opposite a white Santa
Claus.
The situation is typical of stores
trying to please both black and white
customers, yet causing consternation
among parents.
In a sensitive story by Kenneth
Gross of Newsday in Sunday’s
Mercury-News, he watched and talked
to the parents faced with the decision
of choosing a black Santa Claus or a
white Santa Claus for their children.
Not surprisingly, whites chose a
white Santa and blacks chose a black
Santa.
Some of the interviews by Gross
were amazing.
One woman said, "I think it’s a good

idea to have a black and white Santa
Claus. Children should associate with
their own."
Her mother-in-law went further.
"It’s a terrible idea," she said. "They
should only have the white Santa
Claus like they always had."
Her reasoning?. "Because Santa
Claus is white. I just think that white
is better."
Of course, there was one hard thinking type who viewed the whole
problem with Archie Bunker-like
logic: "What’re they gonna have next,"
he said, "A Chinese Santa Claus? A 6foot -6 Santa Claus?"
They all missed the point.
No, there shouldn’t be a "black"
Santa Claus or even a "6’foot’6
Chinese" Santa Claus. There also
shouldn’t be a "white" Santa Claus.
Santa Claus is just plain Santa
Claus. Somehow, only the children
understand.

Answering stupid questions
by Linda Frisy old
You went skiing last week-end in the
slush. In your excitement, you fell off
the chair lift and smashed your chin on
a tree stump.
You return to school the following
day with the biggest bruise in the history of your face and the first person
you see comes running up to you,
pushes your bruise and asks, "Oh, does
it hurt?"
This is typical of the stupid-question people who are invading our
sanity.
You’re sittin’ in the bathroom, doin’
your thing and someone bangs on the
door and yells, "What are ya doin"?"
What can you say? These people
exist for the sole purpose of attempting
to convert the rest of us into equally as
stupid question -asking people.
You’ve just completed your third
week of working graveyard shift at the
local cannery. You’re sound asleep
before your head touches the pillow.
Within 10 minutes, the phone rings and
the stupid person on the other end of
the line asks," Oh, did I wake you up?"
Your first instinct is to scream, "No,
I had to get up and answer the phoen
anyway." But you manage to maintain
your temper and merely click the
phone.
The only way to retain our sanity is
to unite and fight stupidity with
stupidity.
So the next time such a person cat-

ches you in an awkward situation like
scalding your tongue on a hot fork and
asks, "Oh, was it hot?" Don’t give them
the typical reversereply of."No, it was
cold."
Just start expounding upon the
essence of this theory you’re
experimenting with on the effects of
temperature on tongue reflex in conjunction with outcries of pain as a
pain-relieving tactic.
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News Review
By Cathy Tallyn
Compiled from the Associated Press

Americans land on the moon
SPACE CENTER. HoustonAmericans landed on the moon
yesterday tor the sixth and perhaps final time in this century.
Apollo 17’s lunar craft Challenger touched down in a rugged
box canyon for the start of a three-day search for knowledge.
"We is here." said Eugene A. Cernan moments after landing.
"Man we is here."
Landing site of Challenger, guided by Astronauts Cernan and
Harrison H. Schmitt. was the crater -pocked floor of the canyon
known as Taurus-Littrow.
Ronald E. Evans. Apollo 17’5 third crewman will remain
aboard the command ship America while Cernan and Schmitt
seari b tor ria.ks and data in the moon.

Nixon to keep wage controls
WASHINGTONPres. Richard Nixon will keep wage-price
controls and will ask Congress for an extension of the economic
stabilization bill, George Shultz, secretary of the treasury said.
Shultz said Nixon has ordered a freeze on government pay at
the executive level and has decided to freeze new hiring and
promotions until a new budget is sent to Congress in !titulary.

Ellsberg mistrial is declared
LOS ANGELESA mistrial was declared yesterday and a new
jury ordered chosen by Judge Matt Byrne in the Pentagon Papers
case ul Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo.
judge Byrne announced it was "foolish" to go ahead with a jury
chosen lour months ago that had been waiting at their homes
during a series of appeals.

Court blocks a pollution ruling
WASHINGTONThe U.S. Supreme Court temporarily
blocked a ruling forbidding any significant air pollution in
regions where the air is clear yesterday.
The court’s action was requested by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Turning point in peace talks?
PARISHenry A. Kissinger and Hanoi’s Le Duc The met for
lour hours yesterday amid some indications there may be a
turning point in the secret Vietnam peace negotiations.

By Co-op for Christmas

Fruit give-away
In the spirit of Christmas.
the San Jose State University
Fruit Co-op. which operates
fruit stands at two locations
on campus, will give their
produce away free beginning
Wednesday at 11:30 a.m.
The stand located at
Seventh and San Carlos
streets has invited Santa
Claus to help distribute the
fruit, said Larry Tarquinio,

Food, mood
at Effort
The Joint Effort Coffeehouse
will sponsor another spaghetti
feed tomorrow night from 5 to
8. Live accoustical music will
accompany the meal, according to Rick Marks, temporary manager of The Joint
Effort.
Admission will be 75 cents.

representative of the nonprofit organization which is
sponsored by the Student
Community
Involvement
Program (SCIP).
The Co-op, which sponsored
the same event last year, has
not been the success it was
hoped to be this semester, according to Tarquinio.
Nonetheless, apples, oranges
and bananas will be given
away until the fruit iv gone.
"A lot of people have been
asking why our prices have
gone up," said Taraquinio. He
explained that business has
been poor because of bad
weather, and the nine -person
staff receives as little as $1 per
hour.
"We’d like to make ’a little
more," said Tarquinio.
The concessions, including
the other stand at Fifth and
San Carlos streets, will close
after Wednesday. Taraquino
also said both concessions
may not re-open this semester.

’Dr. Hip’ talks sex,
drugs and nutrition
Countyknow something glamin and money. And these
that the rest of California has three items attract women
which are side benefits for the
missed."
Dr. Hip Pocrates said drugs dealer in drugs." he added.
How the drug scene has been
are used as part of a fad or
pressure frum peer groups. commercialized, Dr. Hip
"Itthe use at drugsis a
natural need to change the
mind, or go on a trip."
"Going on a trip" according
to Dr. Hip Pocrates comes
from going on a vacation.
"When one goes on a vacation,
the difference in scenery.
sights and sounds all tend to
change the mindit’s the same
thing when a person uses
drugs." he added.
While in Africa and
observing African tribes. Dr.
Hip Pocrates said that the
natives make up their own
brew and for an added kick,
add a drug. "The witch doctor
told me that too much of the
strychnine added to the brew
makes the mind go around.
"But if too much of the drug
is added the mind goes around
too much and that isn’t good
Dr Schoenfeld
the witch doctor commented."
Dr. Hip Pocrates related.
Speaking on the traffic in Pocrates said is the game
drugs, Dr. Hip Pocrates said "Scam." A game which is
the drug dealers have prestige, similar to monopoly, but uses

By John Van (.ondy
Is sex dead?
Is sex the paramount subject
of letters to Dr. Hip Pocrates?
Considering three subjects,
sex, drugs and nutrition, Dr.
Hip Pocrates ’Eugene Schoenfeld. M.D.) told 50 students in
the San lose State University
CU. Ballroom yesterday, "Sex
questions out number the
drugs and nutrition Iwo-toone."
Citing one of the many
letters he received, Dr. Hip
Pocrates said, "A person wrote
in and asked if a penis was
severed, would it grow back?"
Dr. Hip Pocrates also said
women are concerned about
the size of their breasts. And
questions like "How to make
my breasts smaller or larger?"
are commonplace in his mail.
The doctor also said
"Women should realize that
the size of their breasts isn’t
important in sex or the attraction of the opposite sex.
Namely the male."
Commenting on drugs. Dr.
Hip Pocrates remarked, "Prop.
20 passed in San Francisco
county. Maybe wethe
citizens of San Francisco

A concerned voice

’Dr. Hip’ speaks
By Stephanie Curtis
Underneath a beige cowboy
shirt lies the concerned heart
of Eugene Schoenfeld, better
known to his readers as Dr.
Hip Pocrates. In an after
speech interview yesterday
"Dr. Hip" told of his concern
about the medical problems
which
afflict
young
Americans who can’t communicate with their own
personal physicians.

’Tribe. The San Francisco
Chronicle had asked him to
write a column and when the
Barb closed Dr. Hip decided to
move to greener pastures.
He now writes a weekly
column for the Chronicle and
is syndicated in 25
newspapers throughout the
U.S.
A native New Yorker who
eventually moved with his
family to Miami Beach. he left
Miami to attend University of
California M Berkeley. After
attending Medical School at
the University of Miami Dr.
Hip went to Yale where he got
his masters in Public Health.
Off stage, Dr. Hip is a soft
spoken genial young man who
focuses his eyes very directly
on whoever is speaking to him

"Changing attitudes is one
of Dr. Hip’s primary concerns,
"I hope that more people will
speak freely to their
physicians now," he said.
Dr. Hip started writing in
the Berkeley Barb (now
defunct) which splintered off
and became the Berkeley

Athlete pleads guilty
McMichaers attorney resulted
in the reduced charge.
The reduced charge now
means a possible suspended
sentence for the highlyrecognized Black athlete
instead of the possibility of a
prison term if the felony
charge had remained.

Former Spartan reserve
Travis
quarterback
McMichael entered a guilty
plea to a misdemeanor charge
of receiving stolen property in
the Santa Clara County
Superior Courtroom of Judge
John Longinotti Monday.
McMichael originally had
been charged with burglary, a
felony.
However, a stipulation or
compromise between the district attorney’s office and

Tenants may bargain;
counseling available
Continued from page 1
Although the period tor
eviction may be longer, it is assured by the sheriff’s
department.
If a tenant finds himself
facing a hearing and hasn’t
any defenses he might try and
negotiate with his landlord to
limit damages.
"The tenant should try and
limit his liabilities to the
largest extent possible."
Taylor said.
Perkins added, "It could bee
serious mistake just to leave
and think its all over."
If a landlord wants to take
the time and expense he can
try to have a former tenant
tracked down.
However, to avoid the complications of an eviction
proceeding a tenant should
seek legal counseling.
There are a number of
services available to a student
who has a landlord problem.
Cordell Roland, San lose
State University Housing
Director, said he and his assistant, Pat Helmke, counsel
students with landlord
problems.
"We like to let the student
know that he does have
someone on his side," Roland
said.
He added that often he and
Miss Helmke try to discuss the
problems with the landlord.
"We use a public relations
approach." he explained. "I
will often write to a landlord
and appeal to him on behalf of
a student."
lie said the use of official
stationery sometimes discourages a landlord from
taking action against a
student.
However, the housing office
doesn’t handle legal problems.
"When we can’t make a

determination, we refer it to
our legal service,- Koland
said.
James Beall, associate
student housing director, said
he also counsels students with
landlord problems. His office
is located in A.S. office, on the
third level of the College
Union.
He also tries the personal
approach with a landlord.
"I myself would talk to the
landlord to see if the problem
could be settled." he said.
Beall added most student
housing problems come up at
the beginning and the end of
each semester when "st udent
are moving in and out."
Beall refers any legal
problems to the A.S. attorney.
Harrison Taylor.
’Taylor counsels students on
legal problems in a program
sponsored by the administration. He is available
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on weekdays in the A.S. business olf ice.
Bud Carney, head of the San
Jose Tenants Union. 255 E.
William St. said his group
counsels persons with legal
problems usually on Monday
and Wednesdays.
A person can also receive
legal counseling from the
Santa Clara Bar Association’s
Lawyers Reference Panel
(phone 288-8844) for an initial
$10 fee.
According to secretary Lois
Smith, a person receives a
half-hour counseling session
From "an attorney chosen from
the type of problem."
Persons who cannot afford a
private attorney may qualify
for legal aid. The Santa Clara
Legal Aid Society. 330 N.
Market St. awaits.
According to Don Silva, ii

legal assistant for the group.
the financial standards 11
person qualifies under are
based on regulations set by the
Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0). He said the
standards are confidential and
that the program tries to
operate "as much like a private
practice as is possible."
Persons who want a detailed
idea of what their rights are as
tenants can purchase the
"California
Tenants
Handbook." by attorneys
Myron Moskovitz, Ralph
Warner, and Charles Sherman
for $3.95.
Persons who cannot afford
this book can read "So You’re
Going to Be A Tenant,"
available in the Associated
Students office

The sentencing is scheduled
for Ian. 5 at 10 a.m.
According to a witness
residing in a neighboring
apartment to the victimized
residence at 470 S. 11th St.,
apt. 14, two Black suspects
were identified burglarizing
the place.
The two SISU students.
Norman Howell and Johnny
Thompson, both 19, pleaded
guilty to a misdemeanor
burglary charge on Sept. 19
and implicated McMichael.

giving an impression of deep
personal concern.
Asked why he doesn’t haves
private practice, "I have an
interest in public health and I
like to write," he replied.
He also works in a drug
treatment center in San Rafael
For a few hours every week.
"I’ve considered a part-time
practice." he added.
A man of unorthodox
medical opinions, he believes
people should be allowed to
take trips with drugs under
medical supervision. "We are
already using drugs of all
kinds," he said. "If people are
well balanced they should
have a choice."
When asked about the
damaging affects drug use
could have one society such as
"Brave New World" he admitted that was a possible
danger.
Dr. Hip is also interested in
politics and frequently writes
on it. A book he has just
finished "Drugs. Sex and
Treason" is a compilation of
his column and articles. He
has included one written
about the Washington D.C.
riot where police attacked
medics.
"I think the country is under
attack from within." he
remarked, citing examples as
government attacks on the
freedom of the press.
Dr. Hip said he considered
campaigning for McGovern
but didn’t because he was such
"a loser." Asked about future
campaigning he said he
"wasn’t sure."
"I wouldn’t want to turn
people off because of my
political views. If a person
disagrees with the politics of a
physician he might disregard
his advice." he said.

STAR MOTORS
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN 1. DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
As low as $48.00 mo. ;wise)
375 SO. MARKET ST.

Present Student Body Cord For Disceint

Braff convicted
,in wife stabbing

drug largon is now being scudS
The doctor turned journalist
said the game takes a college
drop out from Telegraph
Avenue. and then to Mexico in
search ul drugs with enough
money to buy drugs and make
the ultimate scene in Mann
County.
Dr. Hip Pocrates said each
year more children are killed
by aspirins than marijuana.
All illicit drugs have
medicinal purposes if used
right, Dr. Hip Pocrates said.
Street drugs. LSD. he said contain buckwheat. The
buckwheat is added to give the
appearance of Mescaline.
Returning loses, the doctor
uted one letter from a writer
saying his penis was not large
enough. "Itthe penis was
normally wily one inch long.
But when erected measured
six inches long."
Dr. Hip Pocrates told the
man "Everything is normal,
don’t worry."
Citing another letter from a
female, Dr. Hip Pocrates said
the writer wrote that she was a
virgin and in her mid-20s.
"And I know the man I’m going
with and I’ll have sex
relations. How am I going to
convince him I’m still a
virgin?"
According to Dr. Hip
Pocrates, his reply was; "If
need be, go to a doctor and
have your hymen brokenif
you are still a virgin."
Speaking of veneral disease,
Dr. Hip Pocrates said "In the
man the first signs will be a
discharge from the penis. It
might go away if left long
enough, but the best thing is to
go to a clinic or your own doctor for treatment.
"Females," he added, "if they
suspect they have V.D. should
follow the same steps. For if
they let V.D. go untreated the
residues of it can be passed on
to their children."

SJSU coed

George Brat f. 38. was found
guilty Thursday in Superior
Court of assault with intent to
commit murder in the stabbing
of his estranged wife. Karen
Sue Braff, 29.
The incident took place in
the San Jose State University
library last October.
Braff waived his right to a
jury trial and was pronounced
guilty by Superior Court Judge
lames B. Scott. Judge Scott set
Dec. 29, 1972 as the date for
Brat I’s sentencing.
Among the evidence
reviewed by Judge Scott were
various
law enforcement
reports, diagrams, and additional personal property of
the delendant including the
knife used by Braff to stab his
coed wife 18 times.
Braff had earlier pleaded not

guilty by reason of insanity.
However, in one motion his attorney changed the plea to the
assault charge and waived a

jury trial.
Mrs. Braff, a junior. English
major was in serious condition
immediately following the
stabbing and was forced to
undergo two major operations
before being taken off the hospital critical list.
The defense contended the
Braff family tragedy stemmed
From the desertion of the
defendant by Mrs. Braff.
According to police reports.
Braff returned from work to
his Long Beach residence to
find his wife gone and a note
instructing him to "keep the
kid."

Review of ’Solitude’
for faculty book talk
"The Labyrinth of Solitude"
by Octavio Paz will be
reviewed by Prof. lose Klor
deAlva of the Philosophy
Department,
during
tomorrow’s faculty book t ilk

The book talk will be at
12:30 in Room A of the Spartan
Cafeteria, and is open to all
faculty members and
students.

PRE -LAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW tor Jan or March LSAT
Review Course to maximize your LSAT score
Instructions exclusively in exam -taking techniques used successfully by California Pre -Law
students. Taught in San Jose by practicing
lawyers. Cost $75.
Course for Feb. 10 LSAT starts Jan. 25. For
complete information call today (415) 5262250.

Rent ECONO-CAU,
Students Weekend Special
New small car with automatic
Anytime Friday until same
time Monday $10 plus
104 per mile
For reservations 249-1525

will attend
music finals
Pamela Reach, a San lose
State University coed, won the
Music Teachers National Association (MTNA) State
Finals audition held in the
Concert Hall last Sunday.
Ms. Resch will travel to
Arizona for the South western
regional auditions in January.
The judges were B.
Beauregard, Abe Sherman and
Deno Cianopoulos.

We feature Fords & other fine cars
For National Reservations call:

800.874.5000
EFR9r )N A imCd.
A Service of Westinghouse

**************************************N

FANTASY FAIRE SPECIAL

Chicken and Fries
in a Basket

49c
All Day TUESDAY
Dec. 12th

2ND ANNIVERSARY
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Snack Bar
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YIN YANG WATER BED CO.
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Downtown San love
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Campbell
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A toboggan races down newly fallen snow.

Snow seekers jam traffic
By Mary Donahue
A visitor trum snow -bound Boise or Seattle to the Santa Clara
valley last weekend would have been confounded at the traffic
jams ol people going up to the hills to see the snow. Every winter.
with the first snowfall, valley residents caravan to view the
Christmas card hills, and last weekend was no exception.
Families came to cut down their Christmas trees.
Grandparents bundled in coats and colorful scarves, stood on the
sides of roadways. while below, kids of all ages slid on cardboard
and threw snowballs.
Sliding with amazing speed, either on metal saucers, or accidentally on lower posteriors, the kids went down the trails past
skeletons ot old cars and last summer’s beer bottles made almost
bearable in their trusting of snow.
Lovers walked arm in arm through the piney cold, the spell of
their mood broken only by an occasional siren marking the destiny of a driver unused to the slick pavement.
There may have not been feet of snow, but inches were enough
tor the low -riders and station wagons, motorcycles and tow
truck drivers who did a steady business.
The cars came back to the valley with snowmen clinging to
their antennas, and some with trees ready for trimming lashed to
their tops.
The visitors to the hills had frosty cheeks, freezing fingers and
toes, and they drove home seeking the warmth of fireplaces or
electric healers. While they drove, catching glimpses of the
summerish looking valley through the pines decorated with
snow, few tell bad that they didn’t live in Boise or Seattle.
Convenient snow, yes: frozen pipes and impassible roads, no.

Snowballs fly on Mt Hamilton
Three snow enthusiasts enjoy a California rarity
as they engage in a seemingly one-sided battle.
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rano solo outstanding

Cleve sparks concert
I lie gi lily had ii, ’wins
By Glenn Lalrank
with many opening because
It wasn’t going badly.
It’s just that the annual director Donald Haneke chose
Benefit Christmas Chorale in to rely on one girl for the
Morris Dailey Auditorium opening pitch to the next sung.
She hummed the note so sot’
Sunday was not going very
well. Then guest conductor tly that only some of the
George Cleve and soprano singers could hear it, and
soloist Michele Marietta many missed the first entrance. He should have used a
walked on stage.
From that moment to the pitch pipe.
Haneke also let the tempo of
finale of the Poulenc "Gloria in
G," the combined choirs and the music drag. who h made
University Symphony
Orchestra performed with a
professional touch which was
not present before the
intermission.
The concert will be repeated
tonight at 8 p.m.
Maestri) Cleve demanded
much from the chorus and the
orchestra and got it. Many
orchestra parts were very difficult, especially for the brass
section.
It was evident Maestr,
Cleve did not settle lot
mediocrity on these passages.
He made them play the parts
well, not slowing down the
tempos to make the music any
easier.
The chorus was also
excellent. The singers were
By Mark Heilman
obviously well prepared for
Flying as tirgh as he could.
the light snappy rhythms in Jonathon would suddenly
the first two movements. The reverse his flight pattern and
ensemble also provided able streak faster than gravity ins
backing for the true star of this descent through the skies.
piece. Miss Martella.
His was not a death wish; it
Her solo Sunday afternoon was a yearning to conquer the
was one of the closest things to normal limits of space and
a perfect performance. The time that bound all physical
part she had losing was a com- creatures. In a sense, he
plete nightmare.
wanted to achieve perfection.
One theme which kept
Jonathon is not a real man,
tough
repeating had many
ours mythical creation at one.
intervals leading up to a high He is a seagull, a lonely
A. Miss Martella did a superb member ol a species who can
job singing the solo with her see beyond one horizon and
big, deep. rich dramatic voice. into the next.
In a way she overshadowed
His next story is entitled
appearance. "Ionathan Livingston Seagull"
Cleve’s
Everybody knew he was going and has been captured with
to be good, and he was.
simplistic beauty by writer
It was unrealistic, however, Richard Hach, It is an uphiting
to expect anyone to sing the story, one that boosts the
near impossible solo part very reader into a mood of fantasy
well. but Miss Marietta was and gently drops him through
magnificent.
the clouds into an idealistic
Until the Poulnec com- world.
position, the chorale was less
Jonathon
no ordinary
than spectacular. Much, much bird," as it is quickly pointed
less.
out. He finds that boredom is
The University chorus, an unbearable burden to carry
directed by Tikey Zes. opened through life and politely rethe program with three short jects the scavenger life of a
musical works. The best of gull.
these was "I Parthenos
His sights are set on speed
which was
Simeron."
and his hungry cravings lead
arranged by Zes.
chorus sang well but him to be ostracized from the
had some problems with flock. All of which is perfectly
blending. The different sec- alright with Ion, he would
tions also had trouble with rather be alone anyway.
So he leaves to practice. And
some entrances.
The University Glee Club he finds that between the sea
chorus
the
followed
and the sky. his soul has the
performing the well known environment it needs or
"M arienli viler." by Bra hms.
pertection.
s==-1==l

David Adams

Jazz studied for
educational impact

Artwork
for sale
in Gallery
The old arts of visual
reproduction will be on hand
in the C.U. Art Gallery todeN
as the Lakeside Studio places e
number of original lithograph.
intaglio, serigraph and woodcut prints on display.
The collection. including
works by Albrecht Darer.
jacques Canal, Georges
Rattail, Pablo Picasso.
Leonard Baskin and Mark
’l’obey, is valued at more than
$100,000. All works will be
available for purchase.
The Lakeside Studio.
situated in Michigan, makes
annual tours of American
museums and universities to
showcase its exhibits.

Lampkin hopes to LISU sonic
of Sjals jazz musicians for
the pilot film and subsequent
tapes in the series.
So instructors teaching
ethnic music and cult are won’t
feel like they are being
replaced by a machine.
Lampkin is preparing a
teacher’s handbook. The
handbook will include suggestions for classroom discussions, outside readings, a

bibliography and a discography.
Lampkin, modest about his
own background. studied at
the john Carroll University,
Cleveland. and Western
Reserve
University,
Cleveland. He also studied
piano and composition on a
scholarship at julliard School
of Music and conducting at
Columbia University, New
York.

’One Man Dog’
is finest effort
By Frank Bruno
lames Taylor, the man who
led contemporary rock out of
the wilderness of psycadellia
music has been silent for a
year and a hall.
Since his "Mud Slide Slim"
LP. Taylor has confined his efforts to infrequent concerts
and appearances on other
people’s albums. His longawaited album. "One Man
Dog" has finally hit the
market.
This record
could be
Taylor’s finest effort. With the
enormous success ol "Sweet
Baby lames" it isn’t easy.
In this newest effort Taylor
does not follow the theme line
of "Mud Slide," that of an endless inner controversy
between the security of things
familiar and the freedom of the
road.
In fact, in a few of the songs
on "One Man Dog" ’I’aylor
seems to settle down from
being fascinated with his
favorite topic. "the highway."
"One Man Dog" could be
lames Taylor’s "Abbey Road."
Although it is a one record set
it contains no fewer than 18
songs. There are three
instrumentals which serve to
enhance the mood of the rest of
the album.
The style of the songs is
essentially "Sweet Baby
lames" Taylor. The tunes are
more of the differing moods of
that album, unlike "Mud
Slide" which was a total work
in theme and mood. The mood
throughout "Mud Slide" was
somber but this isn’t true of
"One Man Dog."
As usual the old regulars
such as Kate Taylor and Russ
Knukel are on the album. Also
joining the pan i v were
Taylor’s new %%Ile, Carly
Simon. and przz-giniarist

McLaugniin. All songs were
written by Taylor except
tunes by McLaughlin and
Danny Korchtmer.
"One Morning" includes a
strong backup vocal by Linda
Rhondstat. With the caliber of
people on the record and with
James at his best it is hard to
imagine how he can improve
it.
Many of the tunes are only a
minute or so long but have a
flow which binds them
together. Only an artist with a
lot of material can do this since
all of these songs could have
been stretched.
In "One Man Dog" Taylor
has managed to capture :be
classic lames Taylor style yet
change the technique of
presentation enough so hi)
doesn’t get tiresome.
He may have taken a long
time to come up with this
album but it was worth the
wait.

SAMURAI
MOVIES
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Now Playing
DAREDEVIL IN THE CASTLE
PLUS
100 GAMBLERS
Starnng Toshiro Mitune
295-6308
11
CAMERA ONE
Daredevil’ 7 & 10:15
7
366 S. 1st San Jose
100 Gamblers: 8:45
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The chains of tradition are
loosened and Ion launches into
a world that promotes freedom
and challenge.
The beauty of the story is
found in the way Bach
transcends the bitter real
world of gulls wallowing in
mediocrity with the inspired
dream world pursued by Ion
the visionary.
Bach writes in clear
language that draws the
reader from thought to
thought. He shifts from poetic
narrative to animated
dialogue with ease. There
aren’t many stumbling points
as the tale flows from beginning to end. It’s thoroughly
entertaining and lively.
But it goes past the tale stage
and becomes an artistic
treasure because of its social
comment and philosophical
content. It bores to the bone of
personal liberty and leaves
some long-felt impressions:
lie !Jonathon) spoke of very
simple thingsthat it is right
furs gull to fly, that freedom is
the very nature of his being,
that whatever stands against
that freedom roust beset aside.

be it ritual or supersititon or
limitation in any form."
Hut to analyze it further
would be to disassemble it
into mechanical working
parts. 11 deserves better
treatment. It should be simply
enjoyed for pleasure and
inspiration and passed on to a
friend,

JOB OPPORTUNITY
Port time job
learning to repair
musical instruments.
Applicant must be able
to play woodwinds
well.
SEE MR. POWERS
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

FLY WHO?
See Us

Spartan Travel Mart
in the College Union
287 2070

We’ve handed over the keys to several San
Jose State Grads, including FRED POOLE
MIKE
1966),
Maintenance.
(Aero
ERICKSON (Psych -Philosophy. 1966),
MIKE COCHRANE (Poll Sci, 1971), and
BOB WHIPPLE (1970 Grad). These 4 men
will be at the Aero Campus Monday through
Friday, December 11-15 to discuss old
times, football, and flying. Come on out and
see them.
Naval Aviation Officer Candidates actually
fly naval aircraft 11 weeks after reporting for
training at Pensacola. Flordia. See the
Naval Aviation Information Team for opportunities as a Naval Aviator or a Naval
Flight Officer.
If you’re on the Main Campus yo can find a
NAVY Officer Information Team at the
corner of San Carlos and 7th and at the
corner of San Fernando and 7th. They can
discuss possibilities in Aviation. Nuclear
Power, and any other Officer Program you
can think of.

I

NEW Craig 8 Track 3134only $39.95
Craig MINI (with mount slide) 3130only
$54.95
Bowman
MATRIX 911’s with 4
speakersonly $59.95

THE NAVY

AM -FM MPX Stereo Radio 605only $89.95
with a 3 year warranty
8 TRACK TAPES NOW only $3.00 ea.
Mikado 8 tr. st. with FM StereoNow $79.95

SERVICE

MOYER
MUSIC
HOUSES

IT DOES 0 TO 150
IN 2.1 SECONDS
SO WE DON’T HAND OVER
THE KEYS TO JUST ANY KID
THAT COMES ALONG.

HOLIDA1 SPECIALS:

SALES

three iiiple-chinr motets. They
were performed very well considering the tremendously bad
accuustics in the auditorium.
Although the entire concert
was fairly good, there were
many small things which
made the performance nut as
professional as it could have
been.
When people were walking
around behind the accoustical
shell whale one group
performed. it was quite distracting. and unprofessional.
When Cleve and Miss
Marietta entered, the entire
ensemble took on a new look
and sound. The Poulenc work
alone was well worth the
price.

(English Subtitles)

10,,A1

.( <cC

It short. and snappy dance
movements.
These pieces went well
except every now and then, a
soprano ref used to blend with
the rest of the group.
On one movement. -0 sing!, the sopranos were supposed to
come out of nowhere on a high
A, cut off, and repeat if, They
missed it.
After the choir, all three
groups combined to perform

runt
Book creates fantasy
in an idealistic world

Charles Lampkin, Santa Clara University urtist-in-residence

By John Vernon
Duke Ellington once described jazz as an African
Foundation in an American environment."
Charles Lampkin. artist -inresidence at the University of
Santa Clara, is attempting to
bring jazz music and its ethnic
or cultural background to a
dominate place in education.
With the directing assistance of Irwin Atkins, San
Jose State University professor of drama, Lampkin is planning a pilot film for
educational television tracing
the roots of ethnic music in
America entitled "The Mystique of jazz."
"Now, jazz has almost come
into its own as a true art form,
indigenous to America and
created by Americans,"
Lampkin explained.
According to Lampkin. jazz
and Mises are mostly the
creatiolicif the Americaalack
man, but also can be traced
beyond the days of slavery.
These roots are found in the
Anglo Saxon, Celtic and
African cultures of America.
"I believe that the study of
this music will not only be of
great value as an education
tool, but as a source of actual
learning to recognize and apflreciate people of different
ethnic backgrounds,"
Lampkin commented.
This music, typical of the
melting pot of American
culture, has invaded the
cultures of other countries
throughout the world as well.
"Jazz has become a tremendous influence, not only in
America, but all over the
world, weaving its way into
the works of serious composers and becoming an
American export," stated
Lampkin.
Lampkin, a Black man who
loves people and life and looks
optimistically upon the world,
is dedicated to the belief of
complete integration.
"The entire cast will be what
I will like to call the spices of
life. We will utilize not only
salt and pepper, but mustard,
cinnamon and paprika," said
Lampkin.
The actual video tape series
will explore ethnic music from
sea shanties and field hollers
to dixieland brass bands and
progressive instrumental jazz.
Along with Lampkin’s
narration, students will be
able to view musicians.
vocalists, dancers and actors
performing the music of
American culture

the singers go Ital. Another
reason for this was the
auditorium. The accoustics
are so bad that the performers
can’t hear anything..
When the choir came on, the
audience was ready for an
excellent performance. but the
choir couldn’t even master the
poor acoustics.
The group performed the
difficult "Shepherd’s
Christmas Songs," a series of
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Inn Henderson Toiled a 241
average an the men’s bowling
finals to edge Jerry Nunes’ 229
last weekend during the Worth
annual All -Campus Games
C.U.
the
in
Tournament
Games Area.

KSJS LOG

211
Henderson
had
a
average over 18 preliminary
and
Nunes
a
205.
games
In the women’s bowling
linals Gay Gassir look the
first place trophy with a 162
average.
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5-2 lo take the is oinen b table
tennis championship.
Roth Gabe Chavez and Nita
Willis went undefeated to take
the men’s and women’s pocket
billiard championship. respectively.
In a new event. Hossein
Hahn claimed the individual
toosball title and then teamed
with Albert Solonki to grab
the doubles title.
Finally. Dave Mange won
the chess championship 4-0
with
no
real
serious
competition.
Winners will advance tot h..
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FOR THE FIRST TIME
SPECIAL STUDENT APT. RATES

Mo..: is Ila plot win ro.
;(fy of being one of the gong
hOppenti ter Mune Shipley.
Ployink laughing. and discovering new things are all
part of each day 1/1 her

For the first time, the owners of Crestwood
Terrace Apartments are offering a luxury
two-bedroom apartment with wall-to-wall
carpeting, covered parking, swimming
pool, and many other fine features for only
8135.00 unfurnished. If you need furniture,
we’ll give you brand new deluxe furniture

ndergort en doss.

Nil

1Y1

and still your monthly tab will be only
$175.00. With four occupants in an unfurnished apartment, the monthly rent
would come to only $33.75 per person.
You can’t beat it! Save bread and call today
or drive by. Phone 292-1896and ask,about
special student rates.

Reserve your apt. for Spring semester now

PREPARATION FOR FEBRUARY
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE IBIS
Food Supplements (Instant Protein.
vasi.ss. Vita E. Calcium etc
Home Cleaners tEtastc H L. etc
Beauty Aids (Proteinixed Shernpoo sic )
John a Mary Sheeran 297-3806

18 VW SUB - .,
built-in bed carper
293-3180

eng. (receipts
line cond. 950

111111.10 EYE SPRITE. Real sharp, rollbar,
hardtop, new tires, mags, km shocks.
rob,* one 5700 374-5843.
FORD FALCON STATION WAGON.
orbit enq Great mpg Good tires clean
interior 525U 275-9105
_ .
SUN TACHOMETER. 4 oil 12 volt. 6000
1-IPM 110 laCe COSI $60 sell $30 Like
now 289-8294

PIECIAN W EEEEEE DS 1528 W San
Canoe S J . 294-1455 (Just West ol
Sears) tenures KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames, lop quality
watermattresses from $12 & up. orgsnic
furniture. pillows. quality 10-speeds.
sales & service, accessories, friendly
&ernes. nghleous pnces BEDS TO
REST, BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-1455

70 FIAT i 24 Grn AM, FM Radio Nags
Fla.:Pais 28 000 Mi -02.300 Call before 5
PM -277-3511

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organizahon meets Thur. 730 PM fl
memorial chapel All are welcome,

’NI VW BUG-cornoetely customize,.
New tires brakes. paint. carb S more
$8000. best offer 9E1-8873

"LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a conege-ege BALLET class at
Eulazoa School of Ballet Basic technique tor the beginning dancer Beverly
&Mum Grant Director Phone 241-1776
if no answer 286-8917

’71 YAMAHA 350. Good transportation
Excellent condition Call after 7 PM 2778595

HAVE A PROBLEM? Looking for
answers, Let Campus SO S. help Cali
the Spartan Way at 277-3181 or drop by
THE MONEY BOOK IS S150.00
TOTAL VALUE $50 00 FOOD) FOR
ONLY $400 NOW -72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE 1 1973-GET YOURS
NOW-SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER FAMILY STEAK HOUSE13)
KY FRIED CHICKEN
ELLAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA 131
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A A W ROOTBEER DRIVE-IN
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZIT
PEPI TO S MEXICAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKE S HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA TAXANITA I1 & .21
ARBY’s ROASTBEEF
FUTURE CPA’s Learn how to Prepare for
the CPA exam Becker CPA Renew
Course Call collect San Francisco 415
781-4395 San Jose 251-8446
FRIDAY FUCKS, Trois Fri night It 15 10
pm it’s SHAFT, Morris Parley Aud Admission 504
FREE MOVING BOXES AND
WOOD PALLETS COURTESY OF
BODEGA ESPANA
1040 N 4th Si
Your coed:den wine /3 beer store
SPECIAL MONEY BOOK OFFERS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
TWOS TRACK STEREO TAPES
FOR THE PRICE OF 054E1
’251. OFF ON MUSIC INSTRUMENT?
TWO MONTHS MUSIC LESSONS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE MONTHI
St 50 OFF ON LP RECORD!
Two WATER MATTRESSES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONEI
ONE DOLLARS WORTH OF
FREE BILLIARD TABLE TABLE Total
CARS WASHED AND JET WAXED
FOR 990 -NO GAS PURCHAsEi
Two PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY
KENPO KARATE COURSE FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE PERSON,
FREE 36 1 40 TV PILLOW WITH
PURCHASE OF PASSION PUFF!
SPARTAN BOOK STORE-ONLYS4.00
YIP PIZZA sfudia-nt Discount 50
Percent oft any Prue Purchase and
Dollar Pitcher Beer Offer good MONTOURS DEC6-DEC 21 Fn satdanato
hie four piece bands Night Club atmospnens thst seats 150 PeoPle Pool
Table & Coin Games Located 1488 $o
1st St root Doors South of Alma An

AUTOMOTIVE
’Be K-OHIA Orange looks brand new
new tires excl pond $1250 9960505
117 AUSTIN HEALY 3,000 mines. 92.000
Or best offer 374-6803

13 COMET convrt Sacrof at $175 4
speed trans New tires. low gas mu Cell
aft heIr, 259-2710

138 CORTINA 1500 GT needs engine
work Good fobergless tires and wide
rims All for 560 265-8606
11 FORD ECONOLINE PICKUP good
cord Good gas mileage Only $275 Call
266-1296 Eves or Weekends
FOR SALE 65 Rambler Ambassador 4
door sedan Call 293-7868 eves 7-9.30
P
’70 TRIUMPH 650CC Peel shape It oasis
5850 offer Dave 298-0161
_
’70 VW CAMPMOBILE. Red. good condinor, r.e nor lent most sell, best offer
24399116
’59990 Flat loner. Low mileage $870
297-5385 afternoons/247-1604 after 5

FOR

SALE

WATER BEUS ’yin Yang Water Bed Co
Since 1970, haa water beds and accessoros of the finest quality at the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 lOcetrOns
400 Park Ave Downtown San Jose 2661263 end 24E Campbell Ave emelt
trorn West Valley College. Campbell 3781040
BICYCLES
Sales end Savvier,
Discount on parts and Accessories to
students year round
Genes Bicycle Barn
1186 E William Si 293-7897
ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for
Pecierbeckse Recycle features largest
selection olpsperbacks scoence fiction in
Bay Area ) prico mostly We pay 20 per
cent Geyer 30 per cent bade for your
better paperbacks used records. too
Recycle 235 Sc ist St 256-6275 open
10-9

WHAT IS A FUR BEACH7777???77?7?
Handbags of FUR Rugs-Bedspreads
Beautaul SUEDE in over 20 colors
Coyote-Cow HIDES Skunk-Fon-Rabbff.
Latigo-belt LEATHER for skirts-pants.
Fur stuff to DECORATE cars and pads.
Tons of cool CLEAN SAND to walk on
COME see THE FUR BEACH a wild trip.
1411 The Alameda 54 288-8688
PHOTO-STAMPS
Personalize your statronary greeting
cards and thank you notes With Your 014n
101010 Real pictures in stamp forms Fitly
photo-stamps 1 I I . is a proletsional
nigh gloss photograph Om. brilliant,
sparkling perforated with gummed
backs Like a sheet of postage stamps
Reproduced from any size photo or
negative
Photo wilt be returned
unharmed Allow one week for delivery
Palace Trading Co 259 S 1st St SJ
95113 Enclose 0250 5% sales tax
SAVE 1I418 AD. Before you pay retail for
stereo equip, check wus for discount
prices on Ten. Sansui. Pioneer Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
the lowest prices available in the entire
bay area Call for weekly special) 2472028
GIANT poster made from any photo or
slide rn 1 day $5 Terraic gift idea.
SUPER SHOT 353 Meridian 293-5684.
EDGAR. TROPIOUARIUM & GIFT
SHOPPE. 40E San AntonroSt San Jose
Specoalores on Miniguarourns & Oriental
Art Obrects Unoque gMs A small& Mendly Store
STUDENTS! STEREO & HI Fl DISCOUNTSI Fantastrc discounts On all lair
trade brand name stereo and hr
OqUiPinonl Salon. from 3015 to 4001. on
nIirh warm names as Sensur Sony
NEW TOOLS WOOD LATHE 38"
LONG 522 WOOD LATHE 4 FT LONG
$45 TABLE SAW $65 JOINTER $40
BELT SANDER $25 BROOKS 80 E SAN
FERNANDO PHONE 292-0409 1 BLK
FROM SJSU
ACIUM1PRING
Horne Water Distillers
Automatic electric portable Mender
removes obiectionable impurities to gwe
100% pure water Excellent tor drinking
and cooking (especially for babies
Special diet formulael winernaking kite.
color photography irons batteries.
travel trailers etc 2 yr guarani. Distributer 266-5286
EXPRESSION III, ftne artS crafts Select
from untque handmade items-Have
Items made to your specificatoons Paintongs
macrame. weaving. leather,
woodwork. candies,
metalworks, nvelry. & photOgraPHY.
OPEN Mon-Sat 11 30am4pm ME San
Fernando S J 292-1587 Just 2 bilis from
SJS lobrary
TV-PANASONIC ir UHF
Model TR 539 2 months old
5150 Phone 277-8536

SHREDDED FOAM HUMBER 354 per lb
293-2954
ELACKLITa POSTERS $1 50 PATCHES
754 8 up. INSENSE 25 STICKS 291.
PIPES St 00 & up. RADIOS $396 a up.
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS
$22001up BLACKLiTE. COMPLETE
18 St I 96. A 82295 STROBE LIGHTS
$1795 GAS GLO BULB 5386 INDIA
PAINTS, FISH NETTING $I 96 up TSHIRTS S2 00 EACH BROOKS 80 E San
Fernando 1 in from SJSU Phone 292’
5409
THE PISCIAN 3a 5 4th St Ut block
north of Library) 287-7030 Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
554 polarws accessories quality 10speed imported woes front 563 Soles
Service All at righteous pros With Me,city helpful service 287-7030 BEDS 10
REST BIKES THE BEST el PiSCEAN
"WIT SUITS" and two -surtgo;r0s 12
surtinstern and 174 KI-O(I surfboards
’,Tedium bodyglove wettwits 251-1273
HANG-TIN SHIRTS, Irrg $296 and up
THE SHIRTWORKS
1550W Sen Delos SJ 1 blk west of the
GAP Open 1030.5 pm WedSet 2920971
DYNACO
TUNER KIT. Unease.).
bled shit on shipping container Factory
guarantee 9145 Cell 339-8827 On Ben
Lomond)
_
-

HELP WANTED

FULL OR PART TIME. Man S women
driven Mon. Wed. Fn. and Tues. Thurs.
Sat Sun 1 00 pm to 610 pm & 10:am to
8 30pm 30 per cent to 50 poor cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 Na
Montgomery St SJ.297-42213 Mr.
Bennett

0EN1 A TV OR STEREO, no contract.
Free Per Free service. Call.Esche’s 25..2598

I BEDROOM FURN. APT. tor rent. 545
So 5th St Quiet. water soften Clean.

PART TIME hostesses & Cocktail wall’
tresses Red Baron Restaurant 923-6060
Bill or Jay. or apply in person

LARGE 213 Sr. 2 bath A EK. carpets. off
st pk pool. 4 blks to camp Study atmosphere 470S 11th St 41 287-7590

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE as longtime companron for handicapped onat yrdual-FREE room at board loginl over
18 Very nice apt. Call Robert Hall at 2983208 after 5 PM

LARGE APTS. 2 bdrm. 2 bath. turn NOW
5150 See fit 508 S llth St 296-8045

EVERYBODY wants to know something.
Let the Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
S.C.J.S. column help you. Call 277-3181.
LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boss No quotes
no risks! Every distributor has
different goals & different approaches
The tact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
Our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please make comparisons
We woll ask you to do a httle research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN 8, MARY 466 SO 5TH 02-2973886
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY!
Local, Nat,onat
international
Management Trainee Posotione Wen
Possible eernongs up to St 50Orrno Only
ambitious & aggressive Indivolual need
apply Call Mr Wilson weekdays 7939158
BARMAID NEEDED over 21 Tres
meals lincl beverages) Apply HODGE
PODGE 169 S 3rd St 292-4487
20 TELEPHONE Interviewers needed
part-time or permanent
4 hours
minimum chilly pis cello Eberhardt 374/557 9 am to 330 pm-for sure 9
pm-later occasionally
FREE ROOM & BOARD for live-in
babysitter Female Mint be avail MonFn 12 modnite to 8a rn Direct bus route
SJSU 241-1797

HOUSING
FOR RENT
VERY oge 1 B H Apts
Furn w w carpets
Sworn p0Ol rev room 5130
5110:110S 5100
620 S 9th St SJ

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE ALSO
EDITING. IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER. CALL 244-6444
AFTER 8. MARY BRYNER.

FURN, STUDIO APT. Quiet girl Utilities
Pd No gar Cm n dep 251 S 14th St.

MEN-PHOTOGRAPH NUDE COEDS,
free camera 8, film student discounts.
group rates 1415 The Alameda. S J. 11
AM-I2 PM Clan this Monday nits. 7)30
PM S5 9961965

NEAR SJ
BUSAttrac 3 rrn. 1 br
5125, 725 S. 8th Call 294-1519.

NEED MALE STUDENT by Jan 1st to
shah,? bdrm townhouse next to campus
$84 rno . clean. non-smoker. 275-0596
FELLOWS W.G. eres US/ma want priv
TV 294-1211
SAN JOSE Residence House-Inside
courtyard, color TV, maid & linens.
parking. Salerno up. 820.50 wen, Near
Unly . So 111501 293-7374.

ROOM veltit priv Non-smoker 5 blks to
5.15 Large quiet clean 665/mo 287-3125
Delors noon is best time
LARGE 1 bdrrn opts Ouiet. pool. net
port, convenient area, Student-manager.
8135. 1788 The Alameda 293-5377,
FACULTY-WALK TO WORK- Buy my
house 2 bdrm cottage style Funshed
barnnt 6400 15th. 292-8223023.000

MOD. FURN. APT. ’1 blk fon campus
yew carpet on lloing mm 1 bdrm $140 Wtr
& grb Inc Quiet No pets Avail Jan 1st.
19/3 463 So 7th Mg 499 So 7th 2955362 or 269-4362

LARGE t Bedroom apts
furnished
wiw cannts
Recreation room,
sworn pool
620 So 9th St Si $130
Studios SI00
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrms
6210 Id 2 or 5240 for 4 Reed St seers
1001 131 246-3022,557-9005
FOR RENT Large e berm turnisne0
house tibb b ash ot Mule only trait
manager Wier p m 2116-831.151or drop by
at bre b tem bt al
FREE ROOM & BOARD to a girl over 16
se a campenion to s hendicapped inochre.’ Very nu:wept Cell Robert Mallet
295-3206 after 5 PM

EAST AFRICA
EUROPE -I
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Russia. and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used car
purchase system CONTACT ISCA.
11687 San Vicente Blvd 44. L A Calif
90049 Tel 826-0955

TYPING
80 North 3rd St. Apt. N823
287-4355 (before 8 am, aft. 2 p.m. PA-F)

RIDE WANTED mot to Min Minn. at
Christmas time. Will help pay expenses.
Kathy at 225-9472

EXPERIENCED TYPING- Electric IBM
Term Papers, These, etc. Depended..
Mrs. Allen 294-1313

CHRISTIAN Female roommate needed
to share 2 bdrrn apt wall 3 others
S50ano 294-6695

TYPING of all Ends iota bxecutove
typewrote; Experienced, reliable and
very reasonable IBM area Pro-abed

CLEAN. COMFORTABLE, tum I wen
apt 633 So 8th St 288-7474. 295-7332

WEDOING BELL BLUES? Cheer up with
talented musical tno We Play your
requnts at cenimony or reception. 9260413 for mom into.

I HAVE a 2-bdrm house close to SJSU to
Share wrth 1-2 others IF or MI 575 imo
Calf 297-5882

CUSTOMIZE your Christmas cards by
having your nem" imprinted In gold. 100
cards-11500. You supply card.. Call 371
0194

MALE.SINGLE room, kitchen priv. Living
rm avatl Jan lst. Clean man. 11580 14th
St Sit 286-2704.

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master - Reports - Dissertations
Marranne Tamberg - 1924 Harris
I elephone 371-0395 San Jose

MOD. 1 BORN turn apt clean, quiet
vow carpet. gar wash & dryer ommed
occ 546S 5th 294-3810

HAIR CUTS AND TRIMS. Specialising in
iong hat, and split ends for men and
women Only SI 00 287-2675

APTS. for rent Clean. 1 & 2 Bairn
formatted Immediate a Spring Occu 457
S 9th St It blk from HI-rise Dorms)

STUDENTS earn 6100 or more per week
Year round working wryoung boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
program No sop nee You Ere trained by
lupine NM invest . collections; or del
nee It sassy to earn even roper income
Over 50% of our students average mom
than 8100/wee6 last year You must hare
a valid drivers 110111111141, insurance, good
running car Working hours are 3-9 PM
and 8 30 AM 4 30144 Sat Call now 2891091 ask lot Mr Terry

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates NB includes
gold & white album, 80 color prints of
your choice, full set of shdes BRIDE
KEEPS AL L NEGATIVES_ Extra lull color
10’s -S1 25 each
Staff of 20
photographers Make act appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open every
evening unfit 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161.

Reports.
General
TYPING-Thesis.
...Mrs IBM Selectric Reasoned. 283E895

NEW ROOMS from 955050 across the
campus Ample parking Safe and quiet.
99 S 9th also 279).. 10th St Phone 295E1514 or 295-8526

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrrn with new w/er carpet..
built-in Oftener, Garbage Disposig air
conditioning, enclosed garage, pool 9
bik SJSU. quiet four-plea. $175 Free
laundry Manager. 4555. 5th 01 288-0844

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representing Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY Fly at 1/3 oh
with TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD- Call 2978688 for inforinetion or 2913-6600 for
reservations.

TYPIST
Accurate, experienced. fast Can edtt
Near City College Mrs
Patna
tholes.
AsLanian 2913-4104

MEN-Quiet, clean, warm rots for rent
Single60,a617 s0ol;hone w/kit. priv. 540 So
o.

URGENT! Fern romate wanted ASAP by
Muss or by Jan 1 3 bdrtn/2 be w/2 fern
555, near campus. 298-4409
112 bar turn ads. near campus. covered
Parsing, laundry who pd S130’t7S.dep
635 S 11 Sem lease

FRIDAY FUCKS. This Fri night at 71 10
pm Me PAINT YOUR WAGONI Morris
Dailey Aud Admission 501

(),,,
lay
Si 50

UNWED MOTHER can’t afford to ion..
kite. Mom is brown, kits are slims itS0rit,.
have tells & claws. Call 259-0838.
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BE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room Girls over 18,
please call 298-2308 all 5

FOUND: GERMAN SHEPHERD Puppy 4,Nale
5 mo
Brown and black
Four,
. Ca0 159-557(1

Need a
Good Car?

EVERYTHING you always wanted to
know about anything but wen al raid to
ask Ask Campus S.O.S. .1 277-3101 and
see it in the Daily.

SEE

AUTOMOTIVE’
And to place your ad

Spa Ill an

Daily

Print Your Ad Here:
ICD,, ape,

3/ 4110.. 000 .000 to. aei hind

Pr int Name

Phone

Address

Ihro0 L roes 1)01. Day

Check a Classification
Hen tawitA
§Announcements
o
Nan.’
Li Seel aml Fagot

COME to Psychodrama Reg Gros. every
Tun
Fro 5 PM .40 Hr Marathon Dec
15-17 Call 328-6137. 401 Florence. Palo
Alto (Cnr of Lyttonl

ANYONE WITNESSING motorcycle theft
on 9th St across from West Mellon Oct
31 please Call 264-9773

F rve Es) r add)
days tonal den

lyre.
dev1

HAVE 2 very beautiful birthdays Terri
Walint and Lorne Kikuchi from four
cheeks

E UROPE -I
-EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive !student
camping tours throughout Europe. Russta. and Mexico. Most SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used car
surmise system. CONTACT. ISCA,
11887 San Vicente Blvd. 04, L. A. Calif
90049 TEL; 826-0955.

GIVE PLAYBOY Magazine for Christmas
Student rates 1 yr $850 Send name, addrew & payment to Playboy College
Center, 1025 University Sacremento
95825

T.
laos
200

THE MONEY BOOK IS 5150.00 TU TAL
VALUE 1850.00 FOOD) FOR ONLY $4.00
Now872 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE1,
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE GOT THE MUNCHIES7
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBEES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS.
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL13)
SUN ’N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZAI3)
BARRELS FISH ’N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL’S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7-ELEVEN

Urug-113
ANUNYMUUS ANAL0 Jib
Han 400- I I DO

COME CLEAN WITH CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE CLEANERS!
SWEATERS, SHiRTS. PANTS, 95 end

4 tones

Aulernetnns
Per Sale

WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE?
KEA DOES?
GO PUBUC...00 110381

GARAGES FOR sports car or compact
storage One block off-campus Walk to
class Phone 292-7772

Classified Rates

DONATE ON A regular blood Plante
program and receive opts 540/monthly.
Bring student ID or this ad and receive a
bonus with your first donation. HYLAND
DONOR CENTER 35 S. Almaden Ave.
San Jose. CA 294-6535 MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 7 10 330

LOST & FOUND

PERSONALS
BEETLEBOARD owners. It you area part
of he advertising beetleboard campaign,
please call the Spartan Daily at 277-3181
Ask for feature department

MARRIAGE CEREMONY PERFORMED
Call 293-2729 Rev Wood for ePP1
Ministers Ordained

402 S 3rd at Sun Salvador

Mon,rnurn

RIDE WANTED: to Seattle or vicinity
Want to leave Dec 23 or 24 Will share
driving & expenses One way or round
trip Call Dennis 287-7387

INTERESTED in Prune! Therapy? Come
to discussion group with some who have
pomaled-don’t call unless you have
reed ’The Primal Scream ’ or have
primaled 225-4820 Dec 12

35
35

3 lines

RIDERS WANTED for Xmas trip to Nouston. Texas on Dec 15. Friday morning.
Call Leone. 292-3387

TYPING-EDITING IBM. last, accurate.
expenenced Free Pck-up and del. Call
pm 378-1525 Cann Finney

SERVICE S

r_

1,3

TRANSPORTATION

TYPING TO BE DONE?
Theses, manuscripts, term papers, I
general reports. Fast, accurate, reliable,
and reasonable rates Call Mrs, Alice
Emmerich at 249-2864.

GROWTH community. Live-on group for
self -...remiss
Group Meetings
Trained therapists 670 turn MO. unborn
374-2888

COLLEGE GRADS WITH MASTERS
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES. Sound
!Bowler, When career positions are SO
compettlive. would it be to your advantage to learn valuable business expenance, self-deveropment. plus a tornely
income whole still in college ALCAS
CORP has few such posihr s for Me
right students Call 268-8739 after 5 PM
for a personal onternew

WILL FIX your car for as low as
garage cost Hutch 288-8858

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Complete domesticnnternational
travel program.
STUDENT SERVICES WEST. INC.
CaH (4081 287-9240 for further Into.

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE), WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU,
HAS THE BEST RATES. CALL US AT
289-8681 OR STOP BY 4045 3RD ST.
2ND FLOOR

FOR RENT-2 bedroom furnished
apartment near the campus Room ford
students. New rugs Call 252-2243

ROOM FOR RENT. Modern, quiet, house
in Willow Glen tor Ninon student
$70/rno Ind tail 267-3830. Nick

NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrrne.
6210 for 2 or 1240 for 4 Reed St MI’S
10th St 246-3032

ISING/P.R.
Creative sMf-stanar momd by apt/office center builder. to write own ads
prepare promotion schedules & do P
work Send resumes to Interland attention Bill Meyers 122 Santos. Santa Clara
95080 No phone calls please
-

CLEAN FURN, APTS,
8200 3rd (Reed 5 S 3rd)
GOO S. 9th (Reed & & 901)
480 5 OM (Williams a S. EIM)
OLDIES BUT GOODIES!

o

City
Personals
Se. v or ors
TmamspOrtet.nr

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
CASH TO
SPARTAN Ina_ Y
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE Stare
COLLEGE, CALIF 55114

In 105 .4 s S

F r

Dav

Uoadoone
Ia., defy pmaor In publ !twain
fut.v. puffin ow, daft, only
N.. r rlonds as cam
I AK
PHONE 277 3175

